
2 - Mounting Brackets
1 - Single Pulley Bracket
1 - Dual Pulley Bracket
1 - Sewn Horizontal Strap

2 - Adjustable Straps
1 - Rope
1 - Cleat
4 - Lag Screws

4 - Machine Bolts
2 - Flat Head Screws
4 - Locknuts
4 - Washers

2 - Lifting Squares 60 lbs. max evenly distributed

Drill/driver
3/32” drill bit
Socket Wrench
Tape measure
Pencil
Stud finder

A) Mounting Brackets
B) Single Pulley Bracket
C) Dual Pulley Bracket
D) Sewn Horizontal Strap
E) Lifting Squares
F) Adjustable Straps
G) Rope
H) Cleat
I) Lag Screws
J) Machine Bolts
K) Flat Head Screws
L) Locknuts
M) Washers
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12. Pass the end of the Rope (G) through the right pulley wheel on the Dual Pulley Bracket 
(C) and loop it down through the rope brake as shown in figure 6. 

13. Pull the end of the Rope (G) through the left brake hole and over the pulley wheel on 
the Dual Pulley Bracket (C). Pass it through the pulley wheel on the remaining lifting 
square while ensuring the Sewn Horizontal Strap (D) is facing inwards towards the Single 
Pulley Bracket (B).

14. Create a sti� knot at the end of the Rope (G) after passing it through the hole located on the end of the Dual Pulley Bracket (C) as 
shown in figure 7.

15. Thread one of the Adjustable Straps (F) through the center of each lifting square as shown in figure 8.

16. Place the item(s) you plan to store between the Single Pulley Bracket (B) and Double Pulley 
Bracket (C). Place the Adjustable Straps (F) around both ends of the item(s) and tighten firmly. 

17. Remove the slack from the Rope (G) by pulling the loop created when threading through the 
rope brake in step 12. 

18. Tie o� the Rope (G) by making a figure eight knot around the Cleat (H) after removing the slack 
in the pulleys as shown in figure 9.

19.  Thread the Sewn Horizontal Strap (D) from one of the lifting squares 
through the cinch strap found on the opposing lifting square as shown in 
figure 10. Tighten so that the lifting squares are perpendicular with the 
ceiling (not angled inwards or outwards).

20. Untie the Rope (G) from the Cleat (H) and begin raising your item(s) 
slowly by pulling the Rope towards the Cleat. Once the item(s) have reached 
your desired height repeat step 18.

FOR EASIER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS VISIT STOREYOURBOARD.COM! 

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Locate ceiling joists in the area you wish to install your Hi-Lift. Mark the centerline of the joists. 

2. Align one of the Mounting Brackets (A) with the centerline marked in the previous step and mark the mounting holes. 

3. Measure the length of the item(s) you plan on storing with the Hi-Lift. Divide the total length of the item(s) by 2 in order to determine 
where the second Mounting Bracket (A) should be located (ex. a 10-foot long product would require 5-foot bracket spacing). HOWEVER 
,do not exceed 6 feet of spacing between the Single Pulley Bracket (B) and Dual Pulley Bracket (C).

4. Use the length determined in the previous step to establish the spacing required for the remaining 
Mounting Bracket (A). Align the second mounting bracket with the centerline of the stud to the best of 
your ability and mark the thru holes as you did in step 2.
   
5. Use a drill with a 1/8” drill bit to create pilot holes in the thru hole 
locations marked in the previous step. Install the Mounting Brack-
ets using the provided Lag Screws (I) and Washers (M) as shown 
in figure 1.

6. Mount both the Single Pulley Bracket (B) and Dual Pulley 
Bracket (C) to the Mounting Brackets (A) using the provided 
Machine Bolts (J) and Locknuts (L) as shown in figure 2. Be sure 
not to overtighten the Locknuts as this will warp the brackets.

7. Tighten the nuts that connect the squares (through which the horizontal strap is threaded through) 
to the pulleys in order to ensure they are fully secured to one another.

8. Locate a stud on the wall closest to the Hi-Lift to mount the Cleat (H). Place the Cleat along the 
centerline of the stud at chest-level and mark the thru holes. 

9. Use a drill with a 3/32” drill bit to create pilot holes in the thru hole locations marked in the 
previous step. Install the Cleat (H) using the provided Flat Head Screws (K) as shown in figure 3.

10. Remove the Rope (G) from the packaging. Begin by threading the end of the Rope up through the 
hole located at the end of the Single pulley bracket. Tie o� the end of the Rope with a snug knot as 

shown in figure 4.

11. Pass the opposite end of the Rope (G) 
through the pulley wheel on one of the two 
lifting squares provided. Ensure the Sewn 
Horizontal Strap (D) is facing inwards 
towards the Dual Pulley Bracket (C). 
Continue by threading the Rope over the 
top of the pulley wheel as shown in figure 5.
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12. Pass the end of the Rope (G) through the right pulley wheel on the Dual Pulley Bracket 
(C) and loop it down through the rope brake as shown in figure 6. 
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the Dual Pulley Bracket (C). Pass it through the pulley wheel on the remaining lifting 
square while ensuring the Sewn Horizontal Strap (D) is facing inwards towards the Single 
Pulley Bracket (B).

14. Create a sti� knot at the end of the Rope (G) after passing it through the hole located on the end of the Dual Pulley Bracket (C) as 
shown in figure 7.

15. Thread one of the Adjustable Straps (F) through the center of each lifting square as shown in figure 8.

16. Place the item(s) you plan to store between the Single Pulley Bracket (B) and Double Pulley 
Bracket (C). Place the Adjustable Straps (F) around both ends of the item(s) and tighten firmly. 

17. Remove the slack from the Rope (G) by pulling the loop created when threading through the 
rope brake in step 12. 

18. Tie o� the Rope (G) by making a figure eight knot around the Cleat (H) after removing the slack 
in the pulleys as shown in figure 9.

19.  Thread the Sewn Horizontal Strap (D) from one of the lifting squares 
through the cinch strap found on the opposing lifting square as shown in 
figure 10. Tighten so that the lifting squares are perpendicular with the 
ceiling (not angled inwards or outwards).

20. Untie the Rope (G) from the Cleat (H) and begin raising your item(s) 
slowly by pulling the Rope towards the Cleat. Once the item(s) have reached 
your desired height repeat step 18.

FOR EASIER INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS VISIT STOREYOURBOARD.COM! 

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Locate ceiling joists in the area you wish to install your Hi-Lift. Mark the centerline of the joists. 

2. Align one of the Mounting Brackets (A) with the centerline marked in the previous step and mark the mounting holes. 

3. Measure the length of the item(s) you plan on storing with the Hi-Lift. Divide the total length of the item(s) by 2 in order to determine 
where the second Mounting Bracket (A) should be located (ex. a 10-foot long product would require 5-foot bracket spacing). HOWEVER 
,do not exceed 6 feet of spacing between the Single Pulley Bracket (B) and Dual Pulley Bracket (C).

4. Use the length determined in the previous step to establish the spacing required for the remaining 
Mounting Bracket (A). Align the second mounting bracket with the centerline of the stud to the best of 
your ability and mark the thru holes as you did in step 2.
   
5. Use a drill with a 1/8” drill bit to create pilot holes in the thru hole 
locations marked in the previous step. Install the Mounting Brack-
ets using the provided Lag Screws (I) and Washers (M) as shown 
in figure 1.

6. Mount both the Single Pulley Bracket (B) and Dual Pulley 
Bracket (C) to the Mounting Brackets (A) using the provided 
Machine Bolts (J) and Locknuts (L) as shown in figure 2. Be sure 
not to overtighten the Locknuts as this will warp the brackets.

7. Tighten the nuts that connect the squares (through which the horizontal strap is threaded through) 
to the pulleys in order to ensure they are fully secured to one another.

8. Locate a stud on the wall closest to the Hi-Lift to mount the Cleat (H). Place the Cleat along the 
centerline of the stud at chest-level and mark the thru holes. 

9. Use a drill with a 3/32” drill bit to create pilot holes in the thru hole locations marked in the 
previous step. Install the Cleat (H) using the provided Flat Head Screws (K) as shown in figure 3.

10. Remove the Rope (G) from the packaging. Begin by threading the end of the Rope up through the 
hole located at the end of the Single pulley bracket. Tie o� the end of the Rope with a snug knot as 

shown in figure 4.

11. Pass the opposite end of the Rope (G) 
through the pulley wheel on one of the two 
lifting squares provided. Ensure the Sewn 
Horizontal Strap (D) is facing inwards 
towards the Dual Pulley Bracket (C). 
Continue by threading the Rope over the 
top of the pulley wheel as shown in figure 5.
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